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ABSTRACT

The groundwater pollution expert system (GWPES) was developed by C
Language Integrate Production System (CLIPS). The control techniques of this
system consider some conclusion and then attempts to prove it by searching for
supportive information from the database. The inference process goes in forward
chaining of this system such as predicting groundwater pollution vulnerability,
predicting the effect of nitrogen fertiliser, agricultural impact and project
development on grouadwater pollution potential. In GWPES, forward chaining
system begins with a matching of inputs with the existing database of groundwater
environment and activities impact of the project development. While, interaction
between an expert system and user is conducted in simple English language. The
interaction is highly interactive. A basis design with simple Graphic User Interface
(GUI) to input data and by asking simple questions.

INTRODUCTION

Computers are now being used to decision related to environmental problems
and protection. The features of an information technology to be used as a tool in
environmental assessment studies as following (Masera and Colombo, 1992). A
knowledge base system approach has been adopted, as it allow storing and
integrating the abilities necessary in environmental assessment, such as scientific
knowledge and technical skill, and making them operational to non-expert. One of
the results of research in Artificial Intelligence has been the development of
techniques, which allow the modelling of information at higher levels of abstraction.
These programs, which emulate human expertise in well-defined problem domains,
are called Expert System (Durkin, 1994). Expert system requires a knowledge base
within which such expertise is represented, an inference engine to process the
knowledge, and interface to users and developers (Hamilton et al. 1983). Expert
systems likewise are designed to accomplish generic tasks on the basis of the
problem type. However, even relatively straightforward expert systems can still
frequently be of great practical and commercial value (Bramer, 1990). The main
objective of this study is to produce the detailed design of an expert system
especially control strategy and interface technique for groundwater pollution expert
system (GWPES).
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

A software tool is chosen where it can represent and reason with the system's
knowledge in a manner that is similar to the approach taken by the human expert.
During the design stage, an initial prototype system is built to review the test result
with the domain expert. The task starts with the selection of the knowledge
representation technique and control strategy. The user interacts with the system
through the many questions that are controlled by the expert system production rules.
Expert system recommendation contains the user classes selections, which is stored
by the expert system as text file, massage box and image file. The rules of
groundwater pollution expert system in the form of questions, choice, radio-box,
slide rule, button or frame are translated in to IF-THEN rule. The rules including of
variables, types, domains and descriptions were used by wxCLIPS language
function.

Control Techniques

In detail control techniques, specify three general control techniques: (a) If
the system is embedded in procedural code, how it will be called, (b) Control of
related groups of rules within an executing system, (c) Meta level control structures
for rules. Meta-rule, that describes how to control the problem-solving process. In
this study, the inference process goes in forward chaining. Forward chaining is a
good choice as the nature of the prediction procedure is to collect information to
prove the prediction mode. Forward chaining is inference strategy where conclusions
are draw by first looking at the facts or data on the problem. Also know as data-
driven search. In a rule-based expert system, forward chaining begins by asserting
certain facts, seeing what rules can fire based on these assertions, picking a rule to
fire, then cycling. This process is continued until a goal is reached or no addition
rules can fire. The control techniques in GWPES, wxCLIPS was selected that
supports only forward chaining rules (Giarratano and Riley, 1994).

The control techniques of GWPES consider some conclusion and then
attempts to prove it by searching for supportive information from the database. In
GWPES, forward chaining system begins with a matching of inputs with the existing
database of groundwater environment and activities impact of the project
development. The example of inference strategy in forward chaining for predicting
groundwater pollution vulnerability, predicting the effect of nitrogen fertiliser,
agricultural impact and project development on groundwater pollution potential. The
example illustrated in Figure 1 and 2.

Through visual inspection on reject unit, the expert can determine the result
of predicting groundwater pollution. From this prediction mode, the expert will try to
prove the prediction by adjusting the machine. Thus, forward chaining is a good
choice for this project as the nature of the prediction procedure is to collect
information to prove the prediction mode. The rule base will work in a systematic
way to prove this particular result of prediction. Results from GWPES have shown
that as a process, knowledge that a human expert or domain expert uses when solving
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a particular problem and then transforming this knowledge into a suitable machine
representation. A GWPES may have a difficult time finding the cause of an error and
modifying all codes. Consistency and completeness checking algorithms are
available which can point out simple examples of conflicting rules and missing rules
(Nguyen et ai, 1985). Some of these rules are show in Table I, which there can be
addition subtle interactions check a rule base. Rule order may influence both the
operations (the results) and the execution time of rules base. Therefore it is necessary
to test the expert system under a demanding variety of scenarios.

Table 1: Common Consistency and Completeness Checking the Choice Algorithms
in GWPES

Checking Items Rules/Syntax of rules in simple wxCILPS language

Checking number choice
IF part (put numerical number more than choices)
THEN part (subprogram quit and screen document text show error)

Syntax of rules
(bind ?new-group-name (get-text-from-user
"What is the aquifer media ?
(1) Massive shale
(2) Metamorphic/Igneuos
(3) Wethered metamorphic/Igneous
(4) Glacia till
=> PLEASE SELECT YOUR NUMBER <=" "" 0))
(if (eq ?new-group-name "1") then (bind ?*a* (* 2 3)))
(if(eq ?new-group-name "2") then (bind ?*a* (• 4 3)))
(if (eq ?new-group~name "3") then (bind ?*a* (• 4 3)))
(if (eq ?new-group-name "4") then (bind ?*a* (* 5 3)))
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;CHECK ERROR
(bind ?in3 (string-to-float ?new-group-name))
(if (> ?in3 4) then(message-box
(text-window-write ?*text-winl* " THE EXPERT SYSTEM ERROR
= > Wrong Input NUMBER
==> Please Try Again") (return 1))
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Questions ]
(Water Table Depth)(7 Possible Answers)

X Control Technique l(Exwnplr)

Questions 2
(Annual Recharge) (5 Possible Answers)

Control Technique 2(Example)

Questions 3
(Aquifer Media) (9 Possible Answers)

Questions 4
(Soil Media) (8 Possible Answers)

I Control Technique ^Example)

Questions 5
(Slope Variability) (5 Possible Answers)

Control Technique 5(Example)

Questions 6
(Vadose Zone Media) (9 Possible Answers)

I Control Technique 6(E»mple!

Questions 7
(Texture of Aquifer Media) (6 Possible Answers)

1Control Technique 7(Exampk*)

Process of evaluation (P)

Control Technique P(Example)

Conclusion of prediction

Product out pui
(Message-box, text file, printout)

(Example See Figure S

(if(eq ?ne\v-group-name "1") then(bind ?*d* 10)
(The depth to groundwater is < 3 meters ."))
(if (eq ''new-group-name "2") then (bind " d * 9)
(The deplh to groundwater is 3 - 5 meters ." ))
(if (eq ?neu-group-name "7") then (bind °*d* 1)

(if (eq ?ne\v-group-name "1") then (OThe net annual
recharge is < 50 mm/y ." )(bind ?*r* I)
Check Error :
(bind °in2 (string-to-float 'new-group-name ))(if (> ''ini
5) then(message-box * The Expert System Error =>
Wrong Input Number Please Try Again " wxOK 0 0 "
Error "1 (return 1)

(if (eq °ne\<.-group-name "1") then(The aquifer media is
Massive shale ." )(.bind ?*a* 2)) (.if (eq ''new-group-name
"2") then (The aquifer media is Metamorphic/lgneuos ."
)(bind ?*a* 4 V) (if \eq 'new-group-name "3") The
aquifer media is Wethered metamorphie Agneous ." )(bind
'.'•a* 4)) (sf(eq 'new -group-name "4") then The aquifer
media is Glacia till." ) ("bind \**a* 5 n

(if (eq '.'new-group-name "1") The soil media \s Non
shrinking and non aggregated clay ." ) (bind ?*s* 1 tt
(if (eq ?new-gjoup-name "2") then (The soil media is
Vlay loam ." )(bind ?*s* 3» (if (eq ?nev -group-name
"3") The soil media is Sitry loam ." Xbind ?*s* 4 » (if
(eq ?ne\v-group-name "A") The soil media is Loam "
)(bind?'s» 5))

(if (eq ?new-gTOup-name "1") ihen (The slope, is < 2 %."
>fbind ?*t* 10 )) (if (eq ''new-group-name "2") then
(The slope variability of the land surface(topography> is 2
- 6 %." •)(bind ?*t* 9 )) Check Error:
(bind '.'012 (stnng-to-float ?new-group-name T)(if (> 'in2
5) then(message-box " The Expert System Error =>
Wrong Input Number Please Try Again " wxOK 0 0 "
T-rror "1 (return 11

(if (eq ?new-group-name "1") ihen (The impact of ihe
vadose zone media is Confing layer." ) (bind ?*i* 1 ))
(if (eq ?ne\v-group-name "2") then (The impact of the
vadose zone media is Silt clay or shale .") (bind ?*i* 4 ))
(if (eq ?ne\\-group-name "3") The impact of the vadose
zone media is Limestone .") (bind '?*i* 5 fi
(if (eq ?new-group-name "4") then (text-window-wrile

(if (eq '?new-group-name "1") then (The hydraulic
conductivity of the aquifer is < 1 m/d ." ) (bind n*c* 1
» (if (eq ?new-group-name "2") The hydraulic
conductivity of the aquifer is 1 -5 m/d.") (bind ?*c* 2))
(if (eq ?ne»-group-name "3") The hydraulic conductivity
of the aquifer is 5-20 m/d.") (bind ?»c* 4 ))
(if (eq Tnew-group-name "4") then (bind ?*c' 6 ))

(bind ?new-group-name (get-text-from-user
"What cause from do vou need lo know category oj
groundwaler pollution vulnerability•?

(1) Genera) pollutants
(2) Pesticide pollutflnts
(3) Mix (1) and (2)

d Please Select Your Numer <= 0))
(if (eq ?new-group-name "I") then(bind ?d (* ?*d* 5))
(bind ?r (• ?*r* 4)) (bind ?a (• ' a* 3»(bind ?s (• ?*s*
2)) (bind ?t (• ?*t* l))(bind ?i (• •5)) (bind' 'c(*

Figure 1: The pxampje pf Forward Chaining System in Predicting Groundwater
Pollution YyJrfejflbilitV
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Stan

Questions group A
(Factors of existing environment)

Control Technique A

Questions group B
(Factors of project activities impact)

(15 Questions)
(Possible Answers = 9, 2, 7, 5, 7, 7, 6, 6, 2,

7, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, and 3)

Control Technique B (Example)

Process of evaluation (P)

Control Technique P (Example)

Conclusion of prediction

Product out put

The series of Control Technique A will present the
same pattern as Figure 1 (Question 1-7).

(bind °new-group-name (get-text-from-user
" What is the location of your project activity for determining
relative significant of potential impact to groundwater
pollution? (1) In water supply catchment area
(2) Out water supply catchment area
(3) Quit
=> PLEASE SELECT YOUR NUMBER <=" " 0 ))

(if (eq ?new-group-name " 1") then(bind ?dv2 (• 10 4))
(text-window-write ?*text-win! * " The location of project
development is in water supply catchment area " i
(if (eq >new-group-naine "2") then (bind?dv2 (• 1 4))
(if (eq ''new-group-name "3") then (return !))

(bind ?new-group-name (get-text-from-user
"Would you need to know category of groundwaier pollution
potential caused due to project development.?

( l)Yes
(2) No

=> PLEASE SELECT YOUR NUMBER <=' " 0))
(if(eq ?new-group-name "1") then ("This model isa
combination with groundwater vulnerability index and
significant impact index of project activities. The outcome of
this process is a divided category of groundwater pollution
potential caused
from project development.")
(bind ?*SN* (• ?tdv '*sum*1)(bind ?GVI (/ (• '•sum* 100)
223))(bind ?NFI (/ (• ?tdv 100) 33O'»(bmd ?SNI (/(• '•SN*
100) 73590))(text-window-\vnte ''text-win 1* "Gi oundwater
Vulnerability Index (%) = " ?OVI)

Figure 2: The Example of Forward Chaining System in Predicting the Effect of
Project Development on Groundwater Pollution Potential

Interface Development

The interface development tasks consist of specify a preliminary user
interface which get feedback from users about the interface, and specify the detailed
user interface after receiving user feedback from the preliminary user interface
design. Asking clear questions are the most important issue to consider in interface
development. Questions are confusing or poorly designed that can lead to errors in
the user's response. To avoid confusion, the author has kepLthe contents of each
screen simple and uncluttered. The groundwater pollution expert system is also easy
to start and exit. The exit feature is available in every screen. The actual user
interface of the system uses simple text to ease communications in a variety of cases.
The several exist feature are used in GWPES illustrate in Figure 5. The designed
interface in GWPES is using selection/sub menu/ choice boxes/ radio boxes / button /
check box as menus for minimal error during selection such as exit during use the
sub function.
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Interaction between an expert system and user is conducted in simple English
language. The interaction is highly interactive. A basis design with simple Graphic
User Interface (GUI) to input data and by asking simple questions. Based on the
existing and expert opinion, the selection parameters and options in predicting
groundwater pollution. Some of GUI for user selected answer illustrate in Figure 6.
The system needs the user to select prediction mode through computer keyboard.
Answering several questions to provide prediction to the expert system then follows
this. As expert system arrives at a conclusion of corrective action, it will illustrate its
conclusion with the aid of text, which the example illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 3: The Example of Exit Feature are Used in GWPES (a) Form of Exit Menu
Function, (b) Manner Symbol [x] in the Frame, (c) Button Function, (d) Check Box
Function, and (e) Put Numerical Number

Figure 4: Examples of Simple Graphic User Interface (GUI) to Input Data or Select
Answer for Using in GWPES: [a] Character, [b] and [c] Number
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Figure 5: Example of Conclusion for Predicting Groundwater Pollution Vulnerability
[a] Message box, [b] Text Document on Windows Text Area

CONCLUSION

A compiled knowledge based for predicting the effects of development on
groundwater pollution potential could be encoded into the expert system. The control
techniques in GWPES, wxCLIPS was selected that supports only forward chaining
rules. The designed interface in this system is using selection/sub menu/ choice
boxes/ radio boxes / button / check box as menus for minimal error during selection.
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